Local Directions to La Roque
FROM Pont-St-Esprit and the A7

If you are on the A7, take junction 19 signposted BOLLENE and PONT-ST-ESPRIT.
Take the D994 towards PONT-ST-ESPRIT crossing the River Rhône
Take the N86 towards BAGNOLS SUR CEZE
After about 6km, and BEFORE you start to enter BAGNOLS take the RIGHT turn
signposted BARJAC D980. Note that the next turnoff will be in 7.2km. so you may
wish to check or reset your distance indicator at this point.
Continue straight on this road , taking the 2nd exit at the roundabout bypassing St
Gervais.
After 6.8km you should pass a right turn signposted St Michel d’Euzet. Continue
forward for 0.4km as the road rises slightly, and you will arrive at a small unsigned
crossroads marked with a stone cross. Take the LEFT turn here, and follow the road
all the way for 1.2km untill you arrive at the narrow stone bridge and see La Roque
rising up on the hill in front of you.
CONTINUE over the BRIDGE, and then turn RIGHT into the village, ignoring the sign
'Sauf des Riverains'. Follow the road as it takes a sharp left and pass the church on
your right and pétanque area on your left. Bear very slightly right and Grand Rue
now becomes a steep cobbled street.
Pass the creperie on your right, continue up, and just passed the Romanesque
water house on your left turn sharp left to park in the area in front of the Mairie.
You can park here with no charges or restrictions. Maison La Roque is tucked away
up Montee Du Chateau which is a stone cobbled street that starts as a normal
street exactly opposite the entrance to the Mairie car park but which quickly
narrows to a steep path. Keep LEFT as it winds up, and the main entrance to
Maison La Roque is a large almost black door on your left after about 20m.
Our Address is: Montee du Chateau, La Roque sur Ceze, 30200 FRANCE. Tel: 00 33
4 66 79 27 76

